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At Make it in Ukraine, we are an 

education platform first, a 

recruitment company second. This 

is why we have developed a series 

of guides to better help you 

understand the ins and outs of 

outsourcing top talent in the world. 


Getting Started With Effective 

Offshore Recruitment


Our Ultimate Guide to Recruiting 

Top Senior Development Talent 

supports our mission. It serves as a 

resource and contains specific 

actionable steps to read, follow, 

and apply in crafting an effective 

offshore recruitment strategy. 

Ultimately, we want this guide to 

help small companies figure out 

how to outsource the best talent in 

the world to lower their cost 

without compromising on quality 

or time.


In an attempt to follow a coherent 

sequence, we have organized this 

guide in the following order: 

sourcing, shortlisting, interviewing, 

hiring, and, finally,  making an offer 

to the successful candidate. We 

call it the offshore hiring funnel.
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FAQ #1: 
Where do I 
find top  
offshore 
senior 
developers? 
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FAQ #3 What’s 
the difference 
between hiring 
through a 
recruitment 
agency or 
freelancing 
platforms?

https://www.makeitinua.com/posts/how-to-get-offshore-with-award-winning-talent-in-2020 source: 

https://www.makeitinua.com/posts/how-to-get-offshore-with-award-winning-talent-in-2020


FAQ#4 How do 
I manage the 
project 
remotely? 



2The importance of 
diversity and inclusion
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Research

Diversity hiring is hiring candidates 

based solely on their ability to 

perform the job free from any 

unconscious biases such as race, 

gender, religion or any other forms 

of discrimination that are unrelated 

to job performance



It is important to recognize that 

diversity is much more than gender 

or race. Diversity includes, but is not 

limited to, culture, race, religion, age, 

gender, sexual orientation and 

disability. 



For diversity to work in the long-run, 

you have to also practice inclusion 

in your business.  shows 

that without one, the other is unlikely 

to happen.



Diversity 
definition:

Inclusion 
definition:

BCGAccording to , a more 

diverse team increases 

innovation from 26% to 45%

2018 Hays Asia Diversity and 

Inclusion

A 

 report showed that 

improved company culture, 

leadership, and greater 

innovation were the top benefits 

of diversity in the workplace. 

  found that 

companies with women part of 

their top management team 

saw the highest innovation and 

financial gains.

Research by the University of 

Maryland and Columbia 

University

https://www.bcg.com/en-us/publications/2018/how-diverse-leadership-teams-boost-innovation.aspx
https://www.hays.cn/en/press-releases/HAYS_2005838
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/how-diversity-makes-us-smarter/
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/357/6356/1101


The 
relationship 
between 
unconscious 
bias and 
effective 
diversity 
recruitment

study

In spite of businesses trying their best 

to recruit the best talent on their 

projects, they still fall short when it 

comes to unconscious bias. When you 

have unconscious biases, you end up 

hiring the wrong candidate without 

even realising it.



In fact, a 2016  carried out by Doris 

Weichselbaumer, a professor at 

Johannes Kepler University Linz, in Linz, 

Austria, showed that recruitment can 

be strongly biased and unfair due to 

unconscious racism, sexism and 

ageism.

Dr Pragya Agarwal,

Unconscious biases are biases that 

occur naturally where our brains make 

quick judgments based on stereotypes, 

social norms or unfounded beliefs. 



 award-winning 

author of 'SWAY: Unravelling 

Unconscious Bias',  strongly believes 

that unconscious biases can affect 

hiring negatively. She uses the example 

of university education to explain this:



“For example, if you prefer a candidate 

who went to a certain University 

because you associate it with 

intelligence, it is still a harmful 

unconscious bias, because that 

creates a halo effect. A halo effect is 

one where one positive trait can affect 

our overall perception of a person. A 

background of higher education does 

not automatically mean they are more 

intelligent than other candidates.” 



To bring this idea to home, it may 

happen that you unconsciously see 

self-taught developers or developers 

who have studied in international 

universities that you do not know much 

about in a bad light. This bias can sway 

your decision during the hiring process.  

Definition of 
Unconscious 
Bias:

https://www.forbes.com/sites/pragyaagarwaleurope/2019/02/20/how-to-minimize-unconscious-bias-during-recruitment/#7f174785fd9d
https://hbr.org/2017/05/study-employers-are-less-likely-to-hire-a-woman-who-wears-a-headscarf


The 
relationship 
between 
unconscious 
bias and 
effective 
diversity 
recruitment

Francesca Gino

1. Avoid gendered

 language


An easy way to avoid making 

unconscious biases when hiring 

remotely is to rework on the wording of 

the job description. According to 

, professor at Harvard 

Business School, masculine words such 

as “competitive” and “determined” can 

deter women from applying to the 

position as opposed to using words 

such as “collaborative” and 

“cooperative”.

Textio

Recruiters can avoid gendered 

wording by striving to use more 

gender-neutral language or using the 

right balance of masculine and 

feminine adjectives. 



A research by  showed that 

strong correlation between using 

gendered language and the sex of the 

person being hired.

https://textio.com/blog/language-in-your-job-post-predicts-the-gender-of-your-hire/13034792944 source: 

https://textio.com/blog/language-in-your-job-post-predicts-the-gender-of-your-hire/13034792944
https://hbr.org/2017/06/7-practical-ways-to-reduce-bias-in-your-hiring-process
https://textio.com/blog/language-in-your-job-post-predicts-the-gender-of-your-hire/13034792944




3Where 
and 
how to 
source 
senior 
developers
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Using an 
Application 
Tracking 
System




Talentlyft

BambooHR

If you are not getting support from a 

recruitment agency at this stage of the 

hiring process, you can use an 

Applicant Tracking System to help you 

navigate through it.



Using an Applicant Tracking System 

(ATS) help to extremely reduce. The ATS 

scans, sorts and shortlists applications 

for you. It scans through all 

applications and pulls out relevant 

information such as specific keywords 

that relate to the requirements of the 

position. This saves a lot of time and 

creates a shortlist that you can then 

focus on.



According to , 86% of hiring 

professionals believe that using an ATS 

has allowed them to recruit faster.



Here are some of the top ATS that you 

can use for your business needs:



BambooHR


 is an award-winning 

company that offers HR software 

solutions to small and medium 

businesses. 

Benefits of using 

an Applicant 

Tracking System

86% 78%

TalentLyft

Zoho Recruit

Lever

CEIPAL TalentHire 

Avionté

Zoho Recruit


 offers a highly 

customizable ATS where you can 

automate tasks like sending emails, 

updating interview status, and more.



Lever


 combines its ATS and CRM in a 

single, modern platform so you can 

source, nurture, and manage 

candidates in one place.



CEIPAL TalentHire


Founded in 2015, 

prides itself on creating powerful, 

easy-to-use HR software solutions for 

startups, growing companies, and 

enterprises



Avionté


 is an award-winning company 

with over 25,000 users over the United 

States. Every year Avionté invests 20% 

of its profits in R&D.

https://textio.com/blog/language-in-your-job-post-predicts-the-gender-of-your-hire/13034792944 source: 

https://www.talentlyft.com/en/blog/article/292/10-best-recruitment-tools-in-2020-infographic
https://www.bamboohr.com/
https://www.talentlyft.com/en/blog/article/292/10-best-recruitment-tools-in-2020-infographic
https://www.zoho.com/recruit/what-is-ats.html
https://www.lever.co/hire/
https://www.ceipal.com/roles/recruiter/
https://www.avionte.com/connect-module/
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Digital proficiency & communication

I

Language of


Remote Work

Compliance

Remote work


tools

Channel and


Mode Switching

Interpretive


Communication

Presentational


Communication

Performing, managing, and improving work

II

Scheduling &


Logistics

Compliance

Completing


Tasks

Time


management

Autononomy

Performance


Expectations

Remote Career Stages

Remote Worker: Working 


in a Destributed Environment

The competencies needed  to perform work 

remotely.

 https://www.workplaceless.com/blog/remote-work-competency-modelsource:

https://www.workplaceless.com/blog/remote-work-competency-model


multi-measure

4. Language Test


To help reduce the risks of 

miscommunication, it’s advisable to 

have your candidate take a language 

test.



5. Culture Fit Test


If you want to test if your offshore 

development team’s values align with 

your company’s culture, a culture fit 

test is ideal.



A good mix of tests provide the best 

value in terms of assessing top 

candidates. We call this the 

 test and it has proven 

to be the most effective method of 

testing candidates to show well they’d 

perform the job in real life. 


The most effective hiring selection practices
And those that don’t work so well, based on validity coefficients ranging from 0 to 1. The higher the number, the 

higher the correlation between test scores and predicted job performance.

Multi - measure tests* * i.e.:


COGNITIVE ABILITY + 

PERSONALITY + 

INTERESTS.

based on data shared by frank l schmidt an nov 6, 2013 address 

to ptcmw as an update to: schmidt, f. l. & hunter, j. e. (1998)

. 71 +

. 65

HBR.ORG

. 46

. 26

. 24

Up to . 22

Job experience

Personality tests

Emotional intelligence tests

Reference checks

Integrity tests

Cognitive ability tests

Lower

CORRELATION

Higher

. 13

 https://hbr.org/2014/08/the-problem-with-using-personality-tests-for-hiring source:

https://hbr.org/2014/08/the-problem-with-using-personality-tests-for-hiring
https://hbr.org/2014/08/the-problem-with-using-personality-tests-for-hiring


14-day trial

Hackerrank

Testdome

Vervoe

Here are some resources to help you 

learn more about job screening tests 

and how to use them for your business 

purposes:



Harver


Harver works with companies such as 

McDonald’s, Netflix and KPMG to help 

them hire the best candidates 

efficiently They offer a  with 

a “cancel anytime” policy which makes 

it a great way to try and see if it works 

for you.



Hackerrank


 is a job screening product 

that focuses on assessing developers. 

They have over 2000 clients and have 

assessed 7 million developers since 

2009.



Testdome


Companies such as Ebay, Paypal and 

Turkish Airlines have used  to 

save time and improve their hiring 

process drastically.



Vervoe


 offers a great array of different 

tests including over 35 language tests. 

It also automatically integrates with 

your ATS and ranks and shortlists your 

candidates for you.

Resources:

https://harver.com/assessments/
https://www.hackerrank.com/about-us/?h_r=products&h_l=header
https://www.testdome.com/
https://vervoe.com/features/
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The One Way 
Interview: 
Recorded Video
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Resources 
and Tools 
to use:

Wepow

Wepow


You can create interview questions by 

using video interview software like 

. Wepow allows you to easily 

schedule engaging and consistent 

pre-recorded interviews. It then tracks, 

sorts and organizes candidates 

responses before sending it over to 

you. 

https://www.wepow.com/en/


MyInterview

MyInterview


 is a video interview 

software that easily be installed on 

your website and uses AI to assess 

your candidates professionalism, 

reasoning and so on.



Job Screening Test Websites


Or, if you are using a job screening 

platform already, chances are they 

also offer a video interview recording 

service. Please refer to the list of 

resources in Part 4.



SparkHire

SparkHire


 is an award-winning video 

interview software that has over 5000 

happy customers. They shortlist and 

rank your candidates as well as send 

responses to candidates that were not 

shortlisted automatically.

https://www.sparkhire.com/tour
https://explore.myinterview.com/freeforever?ssrid=ssr_inline&utm_campaign=ssr_videointerviews&utm_content=freeforever&utm_medium=ppc&utm_source=ssr


6The Final 
Interview: 

Video Interview
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Types of 
Interviews:



TripleByte’s

Different technical interview formats

have their pros and cons. There is no

right answer so choose a format that 

works and makes sense to you. Here is 

how  interviewers format 

their final technical interview:

misrepresentation

values 

alignment

1. Biases


If a candidate performs poorly in the 

first parts of the interview, you may 

have already developed a bias and not 

be as impressed by the way they 

answer the remaining questions. Bias 

detracts you from choosing the best 

candidate. A structured interview with 

a scorecard is an easy way of 

mitigating biases.



2. Culture Fit


Many companies have moved away 

from culture fit assessment as they are 

a  of how well the 

candidate will perform their jobs. To 

assess if the offshore developer you 

are about to hire shares the same 

company values as yourself, your team 

and your business, test their 

 instead of culture fit. Values 

alignment questions will determine if 

the candidate’s values encourage 

them to always make decisions in the 

company’s best interest.



Interview 

on computer
52% 39%

55%45%

80%

40%

Interview on


whiteboard

Interviewers pick


their own questions

Dislike 

academic C5

Require apecific 

language

Use standard 

set of questions

Require academic C5 

and complexity analysis

Let candidates 

use any language

 https://triplebyte.com/blog/how-to-interview-engineerssource:

https://triplebyte.com/blog/how-to-interview-engineers
https://hbr.org/2018/01/how-to-hire
https://resources.workable.com/values-based-interview-questions
https://resources.workable.com/values-based-interview-questions
https://triplebyte.com/blog/how-to-interview-engineers


Workable

Here are some sample questions by 

 that can help you quickly 

assess how well your offshore 

developer can work in remote 

conditions unsupervised:

Non- 
Technical 
Interview 
Question 
Examples

https://resources.workable.com/remote-job-interview-questions
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scorecard

A structured interview system allows 

you to evaluate your final interview 

effective and make the best hiring 

decisions. Use a standardized 

method of assessing each 

candidate at every step in the hiring 

process so you can then objectively 

evaluate them with your team. 



You can create this standardized 

method by using a rubric. A rubric 

works like a checklist or  to 

assess all candidates on similar 

measures. This mitigates the risks of 

observational errors or unconscious 

biases. 



Here is a sample of a rubric you can 

use in your hiring process:

Glassdoor

2. Moving fast:


In the world of IT and programming, 

it is important to move fast. Once 

you’ve evaluated your candidates 

and made your decision, send out 

an offer to your top candidate. 



3. Negotiation culture:


Think around the country you're 

dealing with and if they have 

a negotiation culture. How 

acceptable is it? Keep an open mind 

if you have different business ethics: 

communicate clearly so that there 

is no tension between the candidate 

and yourself.



4. Email rejected

candidates:


If your chosen candidate accepts 

your offer, remember to email 

rejected candidates and notify 

them that they have unfortunately 

not been selected. If you are using 

an ATS, it will do this automatically 

for you. This is an important part of 

creating a good candidate 

experience. According to , 

candidate experience is important 

in good company branding as 

candidates tend to share negative 

reviews more than positive reviews 

online.

Interview Scorecard Candidate name

CRITERION

Techical

ability

1

2

3

4

5

Leadership

skills

Interpersonal/

team skills

Presentation

skills

Organizational

citizenship

Interview

Rating (1 - 5)

performance

rating after

hire (1 - 5) gap

comments/

lessons learned

Position interviewed for

Overall concerns:Overall strengths:

Source dattner consulting, lcc hbr.org

What would help this candidate


be most successfull in the role?

Date

https://hbr.org/2016/02/a-scorecard-for-making-better-hiring-decisions
https://www.glassdoor.com/employers/blog/a-guide-to-the-ultimate-candidate-experience/


Interview Scorecard Candidate name

CRITERION

Techical


ability

1

2

3

4

5

Leadership


skills

Interpersonal/


team skills

Presentation


skills

Organizational


citizenship

Interview

Rating (1 - 5)

performance

rating after

hire (1 - 5) gap

comments/

lessons learned

Position interviewed for

Overall concerns:Overall strengths:

Source dattner consulting, lcc hbr.org

What would help this candidate


be most successfull in the role?

Date

 https://hbr.org/2016/02/a-scorecard-for-making-better-hiring-decisionssource:

https://hbr.org/2016/02/a-scorecard-for-making-better-hiring-decisions
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employee 

retention

Gallup

Bravo! You have found yourself a 

top-performing offshore senior 

developer! Now it’s time to onboard 

your new recruit. Thi step will 

drastically improve 

 and satisfaction, so do not 

skip it. 


Here are some top tips to onboard 

your offshore senior developer 

successfully:



1. Congratulate them:


At this stage, you can congratulate 

the new recruit and show them how 

excited you are that they are now 

part of the team. As a remote 

employer, showing enthusiasm and 

genuine interest from the very 

beginning is key to having a highly 

engaged senior developer. 

According to , engaged 

employees are vital to the success 

of the business.



2. Be available 


Let your senior developer know that 

you are just an email, chat or virtual 

call away if they need you. 

Encourage them to ask questions 

and communicate any concerns 

they may have with you as soon as 

they come up. Schedule recurring 

virtual meetings so that you can 

touch base and catch up over 

video-call instead of only emails. 

https://enboarder.com/2018/11/01/employee-onboarding-new-hire-retention-turnover-rates/
https://enboarder.com/2018/11/01/employee-onboarding-new-hire-retention-turnover-rates/
https://www.gallup.com/workplace/238085/state-american-workplace-report-2017.aspx


Final 
Takeaways


